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Abstract

The paper presents an investigation into the three cathode layers for the Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell that were obtained by
using printing techniques on various surfaces. The main differences during the manufacturing process were the substrates
used when printing the layers: glass and two different sorts of paper. The cathodes were investigated at the theoretical and
experimental level. To identify the influence of the substrate used we built a mathematical model of the fuel cell, in which the
influence is expressed by the conductivity of the layer. The paper demonstrates the possibility of using printing techniques to
manufacture Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell layers.

Introduction

The real benefits of fuel cell technology need to be mar-
keted more effectively. As with all technical progress and
developments, the introduction of fuel cells to the commer-
cial market [1] follows completely different rules than in en-
gineering practice [2]. ’Real’ consumers expect ’real’ prod-
ucts which offer added value, are easy to handle, last a long
time (long enough) and offer value for money. This is of-
ten not understood by technology developers, who prefer
to firmly believe in their technology and its benefits, forget-
ting that market customers need to be persuaded and con-
vinced to spend their money. Often design overrides tech-
nology and the example of hand–held phones gives a good
impression of how mediocre and overpriced technology can
overcome any cost considerations if it ‘hits the right keys’
with consumers. Technology marketers have to start think-
ing from a consumer’s perspective if fuel cells are to be suc-
cessfully turned into products that sell by themselves. This
also includes reassessing the key targets for achieving the
all-important initial market success. In the context of poli-
tics this, for instance, involves the cost targets set for market
entry and the conditions arranged for market incentives and
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subsidy programs. It has to be acknowledged that current
markets are biased towards the incumbent technologies and
that a variety of hidden subsidies exist that are not recog-
nized; for instance, the external costs of energy services that
are borne by society, not by the technology users. Hydro-
gen based technologies are the one of the most promising
propects due to the possibility of harnessing them to store
power from renewable sources [3, 4]. Heat can be accu-
mulated by using thermal storage [5, 6] and is easier to store
than electricity in relative terms [7–9]. Water electrolysis [10–
15] and steam reforming of methane are the most popular
processes for generating hydrogen from electricity, but hy-
drogen can also be generated from organic waste [16]. Syn-
thesis of artificial fuels is also an option for storing electricity
in a chemical way [17–19] and very often requires hydrogen
as a by-product in the process.

The fact is that fuel cell printing in itself is an innovation.
This innovation however extends further, as it concerns a
new way of soaking electrolyte into matrix, which shortens
the time and energy intensity of manufacturing and reduces
waste. It is planned to apply - for the first time - two de-
vices simultaneously: an electrolyte filler and a large format
printer. In this context, we have a combination of devices that
present a novel technological barrier hitherto not crossed
anywhere in the world.

Molten carbonate fuel cells have predicted future use for
combined power and cooling purposes. Solid Oxide Fuel
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Cells are the second promising area of technology here [20–
22]. Both types of cell can directly utilize natural gas [23]
due to their elevated operating temperature [24–28]. An in-
teresting concept is presented in [29], where recovery of
the waste heat produced in molten carbonate fuel cells is
achieved through a thermoelectric generator and a thermo-
electric cooler. Numerical calculations show that the power
density and efficiency of the hybrid system are 3.4% and
4.0% larger than that of the stand-alone MCFC, respectively.
The working principles of MCFC make it an ideal candidate
technology for capturing carbon dioxide [30, 31] from fos-
sil fuel power plants [32–34]. Theoretically, MCFC can also
work in reversible mode [35] opening up the possibility of co-
electrolysis carbon dioxide into synthetic fuels [36].

Printing is a popular technology in many technical fields in
the world, as it is quite cheap and requires only limited con-
sumption of materials and energy. The market is expecting
technological advancements in printing in a vast scope rang-
ing from the automotive industry and the military to advanced
medicine. Should we be successful with our project, we will
become leaders in the field, as our products will not only be
technologically advanced due to their unique operating fea-
tures, but also highly cost-competitive because of their lower
manufacturing cost.

Table 1: Typical industrial priming process characteristics for different print-
ing methods

Method Line
speed,

m/s

Ma-
chine
width,

m

Calculated
production

capacity, m2/h

Typical achievable
printed layer
thickness, µ

Gravure
printing

20 2.4 130,000 2

Screen
printing

2 1 7,200 100 .. 300

Flex-
ogra-
phy

10 1.5 54,000 5

Ink jet
(indus-
trial)

1 1 3,600 10

Offset
printing

15 1.5 81,000 2

Several printing techniques such as flexography, screen
printing, gravure printing and inkjet printing offer interest-
ing opportunities in the manufacture of thin power sources.
These processes give a wide variety of manufacturing meth-
ods that can be utilized in creating thin porous layers in a cost
efficient way. Table 1 contains selected characteristics of
different kinds of printing methods and parameters of the
printed layers created by them.

Referring to Table 1 again, printing processes are mass
manufacturing methods that have really high production ca-
pacities. The other advantage of printing processes is that
they enable patterning. This means that it is relatively easy
to tailor the shape of the printed layers to meet the require-
ments of different applications.

Different printing methods are used for different purposes
in publication printing. For example, gravure printing is typ-
ically used for printing high quality magazines; offset print-

ing is used for printing newspapers; flexography for print-
ing packages; inkjet for personalizing printed products; and
screen printing for different kinds of specialty products such
as posters or Braille. These different printing methods all
reflect different kinds of demands, in terms of printing sub-
strate and ink quality. For example, rotogravure printing is
very sensitive to the smoothness of the printing substrate
whereas flexography can be used for rougher substrates.

In rotogravure printing the printing ink is transferred to
printing substrates by engraved cups in the metallic printing
cylinder in a nip that is formed between the printing cylinder
and backup roll. With rotogravure it is possible to achieve
very good resolution, high print quality and extremely high
production capacity. The inks used in rotogravure have very
low viscosity.

Flexography printing works, in principle, like a stamp.
Printing ink is lifted with an engraved anilox roll to a pat-
terned printing cylinder made from polymer materials. The
ink is then transferred from the printing plate to the printing
substrate. The amount of ink transferred is mainly controlled
by the anilox roll parameters. The inks in flexography have
higher viscosity than rotogravure inks.

Offset printing is another high output printing method. It
has a rather complicated ink transfer process and it is, there-
fore, not widely used in the printing of active materials. Tailor-
ing the active inks to be suitable for offset is also demanding.
Offset printing is a lithographic printing method in which ink
is fed to a separate (’offset’) printing blanket through an im-
pression cylinder. The printing image is formed in the im-
pression cylinder by areas that have different surface chemi-
cal features. Printing ink wets areas in the impression cylin-
der that have compatible surface energy with the ink and an
image is formed on these areas. Offset printing is the most
widely used printing method in publication printing, because
it has good quality, high production capacity and is relatively
quickly prepared for starting the production process.

Screen printing is a method in which the ink is forced
through a patterned wire to the printing substrate. It is rel-
atively easy to adopt because it has virtually no demands
as regards the quality of the printing substrate. It can also
be used to create extremely thick printed layers, which is the
reason why it is used in the printing of many different kinds of
functional inks. Moreover, screen printing allows the use of
highly viscous inks, which extends its scope of applicability
as many functional inks have an extremely high ratio of dry
matter.

Printing can also be used in combination with other man-
ufacturing techniques such as laminating and heat seal-
ing. For example, printable anodes and cathodes could be
printed with a separator membrane laminated between them.
However, printing machines are usually unsuitable for print-
ing fuel or solar cells without some tailoring. Typically, a
single machine does not have all the necessary unit oper-
ations installed in it. Additionally, printing the cells requires
somewhat different characteristics. In the case of publication
printing, the appearance of the printed image is the most
crucial feature, whereas for printed cell components the re-
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quirements are more complex and include, apart from the
surface features, the specific volume structure to satisfy cer-
tain thickness thresholds.

The various printing techniques do not lend themselves
to the full range of fuel cells, because they require various
structures that need to be manufactured by printing. For
example, solid oxide fuel cells [37–45] and molten carbon-
ate fuel cells [46] require thick anode and cathode layers to
achieve high power densities [47, 48]. On the other hand,
printed solar cells require thin, pinhole free and very uni-
form anode and cathode layers for the cell. This means
that different types of power sources need different printing
methods for optimum performance. For instance solid ox-
ide fuel cells (SOFC) can be manufactured by a silk screen
process, which creates thick layers, while solar cells are op-
timally manufactured by rotogravure printing, which is able to
create extremely thin layers [49].

Figure 1: Large size (200×200 mm), low-temperature co-fired ceramic sub-
strate with mass produced, highly repetitive, ceramic multilayer substrate
size is the industry standard

Multilayer ceramics [50], in principle, may be compared
to multilayer printed circuit board (PCB) technology. Individ-
ual layers of unfired, ‘green’ ceramics are modified to carry
a specific functionality (e.g., electric conductivity) and lami-
nated afterwards. Upon lamination, inter–layer connections
are formed. After a final sintering step, the ceramic ‘PCB’
is ready for component assembly (Figure 1). For the cath-
ode layer of the planar Solid Oxide Fuel Cell, slurry coating
is done through a screen-printing process [51] and the fi-
nal thicknesses of the cathode layers are between 150 and
200 microns. [52]reports the results obtained in the char-
acterization of electrocatalysts prepared by screen printing
and chemical synthesis. A homogenous paste of transition
metal carbonyl compounds was prepared in this way. Once
the paste was prepared it was printed onto a porous carbon
substrate. The electrocatalytic activity of the compounds was
studied.

[53] presents a method of using inkjet printing to deposit
catalyst materials onto gas diffusion layers that are made into
membrane electrode assemblies for a polymer electrolyte
fuel cell. They claim that ink deposition methods such as
spray painting or screen printing are not well suited for ultra
low loading. The inkjet printing method can be used to de-
posit smaller volumes of water based catalyst ink solutions
with good precision provided the solution properties are com-

Figure 2: Illustration of successfully printed catalyst layers using the IJP
method (a and b) [53]

patible with the cartridge design. By optimizing dispersion of
the ink solution they showed this technique can be success-
fully used with catalysts supported on different carbon black
(see Fig. 2). Paper [54]reviews additive manufacturing pro-
cesses in research and development of fuel cell components,
such as synthesizing and prototyping new materials for fuel
cell components, fuel cell system design and prototyping, de-
signing well sealed fuel cells, bridging from fuel cell design to
manufacturing tooling, etc. The studies [55, 56] focus on the
rheology of screen printing inks for the fabrication of porous
composite Solid Oxide Fuel Cell anodes. Inks with 1 .. 3 wt%
binder were suitable for screen printing, but inks with higher
binder content were tacky and difficult to print. A method for
producing continuous catalyst layers on substrate materials
by gravure printing with the aid of catalyst-containing inks is
shown in [57], where a printing plate is used which has at
least one print image with an interrupted line screen whose
longitudinal lines are arranged at an angle of front 10 to 80°
relative to the printing direction. Preferably, the print images
have dip volumes in the range from 100 to 300 ml/m2. The
catalyst layers produced are cohesive and continuous and
have dry layer thicknesses in the range of 1 to 20 um, prefer-
ably in the range of 2 to 15 nm.

Figure 3: Schematic of the CCM-MEA preparation procedure using direct
screen printing[58]

A catalyst coated membrane technique based on a novel
screen printing paste was proposed in [58]. The complete
procedure for the fabricated membrane with the direct screen
printing method was illustrated in Fig. 3. Then the screen
printing paste was applied to both sides of the membrane
step by step with a screen printer. The article [59] presents a
review of screen-printing inks for the fabrication of Solid Ox-
ide Fuel Cell components by screen printing. In this context,
it covers a vast property of screen-printing inks and screen-
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printer parameters, which determine the quality and perfor-
mance of the screen-printed films. A novel additive manufac-
turing approach incorporating selective laser sintering [60]
was used to fabricate a non-carbon-based GDL directly from
a 3D printing technique to circumvent electrochemical degra-
dation of carbon-based gas diffusion layer, which is an inte-
gral constituent in a Polymer Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell
stack.

Based on the literature review presented, it seems that
printing techniques were never previously used for manufac-
turing Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell components. Thus, in this
paper we made an attempt to use the techniques to manu-
facture the cathode layer of Molten Carbonate Fuel Cells and
investigated the role of the support [61] on which the layer is
printed.

Theory

Generally speaking, MCFC works as a membrane that is
a preamble for carbonate ions (CO=3 ), which are composed
by one molecule of carbon dioxide and a half molecule of
oxygen. This means that the voltage of MCFC depends on
the partial pressures of carbon dioxide and oxygen at both
its sides (anode and cathode) and is defined by the following
equation:

Emax =
R · T
4 · F

p2
CO2,c
· pO2,c

p2
CO2,a
· pO2,a

(1)

where: p—partial pressure, bar; F—Faraday constant,
C/mol; R—universal gas constant, J/mol/K.

MCFC voltage depends on four partial pressures, two car-
bon dioxide and two oxygen between cathode and anode. A
mixture of oxygen and carbon dioxide is fed to the cathode,
which gives adequate pressure ratios. On the anode side,
the fuel reacts with oxygen and carbon dioxide is released to
the anode stream. Anode gases partial pressures depend on
the current operational conditions of the fuel cell. Addition-
ally, to avoid fast electrolyte evaporation, carbon dioxide is
also supplied at the anode inlet. Several factors impact fuel
cell voltage and they are agglomerated in the mathematical
model. In contrast to semi–empirical models [62–64], the
impact of electrode parameters on MCFC behavior is clearly
described by the Reduced Order model [65, 66]. The equa-
tion for cell voltage is defined as:

EMCFC =
Emax − η f · imax · r1

r1
r2
·
(
1 − η f

)
+ 1

(2)

MCFC voltage is described by a number of factors which
have physical explanations: Emax—maximum voltage de-
fined by maximum work of isothermal process; η f —fuel uti-
lization factor defined by current working conditions of the
cell; imax—maximum current density defined by quantity of
delivered fuel or oxidant; r1—area specific internal ionic re-
sistance (ASIIR) defined by permeability of electrolyte (en-
tire fuel cell) for carbonate ions; and r1—area specific inter-

nal electronic resistance (ASIER) defined by electric conduc-
tance of the molten electrolyte (entire fuel cell).
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Figure 4: Basic equivalent electric circtuit of Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell

Eq. 2 based on the equivalent electric circuit as shown in
Fig. 4, in its basic form. To investigate the influence of elec-
trodes, the circuit needs to be modified by adding additional
resistances in the places linked to the electrodes.

The influence of electrode parameters (materials, porosity,
etc) is included in the area specific resistances—see Fig. 5.
The electrodes’ resistances can be agglomerated as resis-
tance r3:

r3 = ra + rc + rother (3)

Thus the basic equation is modified to reflect the changes
and takes the following form:

EMCFC =
Emax − η · imax · r1 +

r3
r2
· η · (Emax − imax · (r1 + r2))

r1
r2
· (1 − η) + 1

(4)
Fuel cell voltage depends on the cathode parameters

which are expressed by rc (see Eq. 3) . The area specific
resistance depends on the thickness of the electrode and its
conductivity:

rc =
δc

σc
(5)

where: δ—thickness, cm; σ—conductivity, S/cm.
The thickness of the layer is given, thus the only function

we are looking for is conductivity, which mainly depends on
operational temperature and can be expressed by the Arrhe-
nius equation:

σc = A0 · e
−Eact
R·T (6)
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Figure 5: Equivalent electric circuit of Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell with ad-
ditional resistances for modeling the electrodes

where: T—temperature, K; A0—preexponential constant,
S/cm; Eact—energy activation, kJ/kmol; R—universal gas
constant, 8.315 kJ/kmol/K.

The task is to find these two coefficients: A0 and Eact, the
second one mostly describes the influence of temperature.
To this end, we performed a few sets of experiments and
entered the results into an Excel spreadsheet containing all
the provided equations. Then we calculated the error be-
tween measured and modeled values for each experimental
points. The errors are defined as the square of the difference
between the values obtained from the model and the exper-
iments. Excel has a built-in tool called Solver, which can be
used for optimizing (maximizing or minimizing) a selected ob-
jective function. We tasked Solver with minimizing the sum
of errors for all experimental points by changing those two
parameters (A0 and Eact). By doing this, we can estimate
the values of conductivity of the cathode layer varied with
change of the substrate used during the manufacturing pro-
cess (printing).

Preparation of fuel cell layers

The whole process of preparing Molten Carbonate Fuel
Cell components is shown in Fig. 6. The process consists
of a few steps, which are indicated in general terms. Slurry

Figure 6: The process of printing Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell components

preparation for screen printing is generally the same as for
the tape casting technique. The whole process of printing the
MCFC is divided into several sections. The first two steps in-
volve preparation of the slurries and substrates. Then the
substrate slurries are placed on the substrates by various
techniques. Tape casting is also used for obtaining the refer-
ence layers that can be used for comparing the layers man-
ufactured by other techniques. Sintering takes place after
the slurries are placed on the substrate. The sintering pro-
cess depends on the type of electrode (anode, cathode) and
substrate (glass, paper). Generally speaking, the sintering
process is done in a multi-step procedure in which both the
temperature and process environment are changed. Final
layers are investigated according to their material properties
(porosity, structure, surfaces) and are tested in the fuel cell
laboratory stand against the reference values.

Squeegee

Cathode layerScreen

Substrate

Figure 7: Schematic diagrams of the screen printing technique [67]

The description of the screen printing process depicted
in Fig. 7 follows [67]. During deposition, the screen is placed
a few millimeters above the surface of the substrate. Upon
loading the cathode slurry solution onto the screen, a rub-
ber “squeegee” is then swept with a velocity of several cen-
timeters per second across the surface of the screen, with
contact being made momentarily between it and the sub-
strate. At this point, solution flows from the screen to the
surface of the substrate. As the squeegee then passes over
a region, the screen separates from the substrate, leaving
behind a solution that dries to yield a continuous film.

Fig. 8 presents real the screen printing process of MCFC
cathode layer, where: 1—squeegee, 2—slurry, 3—screen
surface, 4—printed cathode layer, 5—substrate.
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Figure 8: Actual screen printing process of the MCFC cathode layer: (a) the
stencil ready to be printed; (b) view of the screen after printing run; (c) view
of the reverse side of the screen after printing

Figure 9: Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell cathode layers screen-printed on var-
ious substrates

The final results of the screen printed cathodes are pre-
sented in Fig. 9. The same slurry was placed on different
substrates.

Figure 10: High (left) and low magnification (right) SEM image of porous
MCFC cathode fabricated by screen printing

The printed cathodes were investigated by Spectroscopy
Electron Microscopy imaging for low and high resolution
imaging. The structure is very porous, with properly sintered

particles of nickel powder.

Experimental investigation

Figure 11: Stand for testing high-temperature fuel cells at Warsaw University
of Technology

Interconnector

I t t

Gasket on
vermiculite base

Matrix impregnated
by molten carbonates

Cathode made by
screen printing

Current collector

Bipolar plate

Reference
anode

Figure 12: Diagram of the cathode test stand for carbonate fuel cells

Experimental tests were carried out on the test bench for
fuel cells, the lab stand is fully automatic with a pressurized
vessel used for compressing the cell. The cells can also be
tested at pressurized conditions if necessary, see Fig. 11.
The tests were caried out in single cell architecture, where
the bottom layer was made up of a reference anode (made
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by tape casting), a 316 stainless steel current collector and a
ceramic matrix impregnated by molten electrolyte, and then
the cathode made by the printing technique; for details see
Fig. 12.

Figure 13: Single fuel cell position in the experimental station

The single cell together with housing was compressed in
the lab stand by using a pressurized cylinder at the bottom
of the experimental station (Fig. 13). The pair of heaters are
used for heating up the cell during the start-up procedure
as well as maintaining the desired temperature during ex-
periments. Anode sizes used for the tests were 5 x 5 cm,
cathode 4.5 x 4.5 cm and the matrix 7 x 7 cm.

Table 2: The compositions of gases supplied to fuel cells

Flows, Nl/h Side Hydrogen Carbon Dioxide Air

Max Flows Anode 20.33 5.09 –
Cathode – 20 46.5

Reference Point Anode 3.36 0.82 –
Cathode – 3.25 7.80

No CO2 at anode Anode 3.36 – –
Cathode – 3.25 7.80

The fuel cells were tested with three various gas compo-
sitions indicated as Reference Point (RP), Maximum Flows
(MaxFlow), and Reference Point without supplying carbon
dioxide into the anode inlet. All those compositions are pre-
sented in Table 2. We habitually make use of the reference
point for all experiments, to compare various solutions be-
tween cells. The maximum flow conditions are used to min-
imize the effect of the fuel utilization factor on fuel cell char-
acteristics. Carbon dioxide has to be supplied at the cath-
ode side to comply with fuel cell working principles. On the
other hand, CO2 at the anode inlet is supplied for other rea-
sons (electrolyte stability) and decreases open circuit voltage
(OCV); see Eq. 1. Since the cathode layer may influence the
OCV as well, we did the tests without carbon dioxide at the
anode inlet to judge the impact.

The aim of the work carried out is to verify the due op-
eration of the manufacturing line based on the innovative
technological process on an industrial scale and its selected
configuration (binders, process speed, powder granulation,
etc.). In order to investigate the validity of the manufacturing

line and the innovative process, the operation of individual
system components and of the whole system is examined.
Any dysfunctional parts of the process are eliminated by in-
dustrial research performed by a subcontractor, resulting in
modifications to the process and materials provided in order
to improve functioning. As a result of these actions, improve-
ments are achieved in terms of tested and tailored manu-
facturing processes for cost-effective power source compo-
nents.
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Figure 14: Comparison of current-voltage curves for fuel cells containing
printed cathodes 1708-TLMa12, 1708-TLMa13 and 1708-SMa14 for maxi-
mum flows (a) and reference flows (b)

Validity of the innovative process is verified by experimen-
tal industrial research regarding manufactured components,
carried out by a subcontractor. The results are used to se-
lect, develop and install an innovative manufacturing line for
cost-effective power source components.

Figure 14 presents a comparison of current-voltage curves
for cells containing printed cathodes 1708-TLMa12, 1708-
TLMa13 and 1708-SMa14 for maximum flows (MaxFlow).
Figure 15 shows a comparison of current-voltage curves
for cells containing printed cathodes 1708-TLMa12, 1708-
TLMa13 and 1708-SMa14 for reference flows (RP).

Figure 15: Comparison of current-voltage curves for cells containing printed
cathodes 1708-TLMa12, 1708-TLMa13 and 1708-SMa14 for reference
flows, but without CO2 on the anode (a); comparison of power density
versus current density for cells containing printed cathodes 1708-TLMa12,
1708-TLMa13 and 1708-SMa14 for maximum flows (b)

Comparison of current-voltage curves for cells containing
printed cathodes 1708-TLMa12, 1708-TLMa13 and 1708-
SMa14 for reference flows, but without CO2 on the cell an-
ode (RP-CO2a) is shown in Fig. 15a. In Fig. 15b, a compar-
ison of power density vs. current density has been shown
for cells containing printed cathodes 1708-TLMa12, 1708-
TLMa13 and 1708-SMa14 for maximum flows (MaxFlow).

A comparison of power density as a function of current
density for cells containing printed cathodes 1708-TLMa12
and 1708-TLMa13 for reference flows (RP) is shown in
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Figure 16: Comparison of power density vs. current density for cells contain-
ing printed cathodes 1708-TLMa12 and 1708-TLMa13 for reference flows
(a); comparison of power density versus current density for cells contain-
ing printed cathodes 1708-TLMa12, 1708-TLMa13 and 1708-SMa14 for ref-
erence flows, but without CO2 at anode inlet (b)

Fig. 16a. A comparison of power density vs. current density
for cells containing printed cathodes 1708-TLMa12, 1708-
TLMa13 and 1708-SMa14 for reference flows, but without
CO2 on the cell anode (RP-CO2a), can be seen in Fig. 16b.

Figure 17: Estimated conductivity values of the tested cathode layers

Based on experimental data, the influence of a given ca-
thodic layer on fuel cell performance was tested. The results
of approximation of experimental data using a mathematical
model are used to estimate the conductivity of given layers.
The results are summarized in Fig. 17.

Discussion

For the three investigated substrates, the greatest cathode
conductivity was achieved for a glass substrate, whereas the
lowest was for a paper. This can be caused by the sintering
process, during the course of which paper can leave carbon
particles on cathode surface. The cathodes were sintered
with a nitrogen/hydrogen atmosphere, thus the carbon can
remain, whereas glass is neutral for that phenomena.

Both cathodes printed on paper had comparable power
densities for reference conditions without CO2 at the anode
(they would probably also have comparable power densities
for reference conditions).

The poorer performance of the fuel cell containing the pa-
per printed cathode could be due to the lower average op-

erating temperature compared to the other two cells. Nev-
ertheless, the mathematical model of the fuel cell takes into
account the influence of temperature on performance, elim-
inating this disruption, and was used to assess this phe-
nomenon.

The results of the experiments showed that printing meth-
ods can be used to obtain working elements of molten car-
bonate cells with similar conductivity of cathodes (σ, S/cm).
The best results were obtained for a cathode made by screen
printing on a glass substrate.

Conclusions

The paper presents an investigation into three various
cathode layers for a Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell obtained
by using printing techniques. The main difference during
the manufacturing process was the substrate used when
printing the layers: glass and two different sorts of paper.
We demonstrated that mass scale printing techniques are
capable of manufacturing Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell ele-
ments. The effects of the three different substrates were in-
vestigated from the cathode layer conductivity point of view,
and the greatest conductivity was achieved by the cathode
which was produced by screen printing on a glass substrate.
The cathodes were investigated both experimentally and the-
oretically. Based on experimental data, the influence of a
given cathodic layer on the fuel cell performance was tested
and the results of approximation of experimental data using
a mathematical model were used to estimate the conduc-
tivity of given layers. The differences between investigated
substrates are not spectacular. The tests were performed
for various temperatures and various gas compositions to
identify the impact of the cathode used (reference conditions,
maximum flows and no CO2 at the anode).
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